
 

AWAKENING THE GODDESS 
- Durga - 

Hindu Goddess of Strength, Discernment & Protection 

 

Mantra:   “Aum dum durgaye namaha” - Meaning, Om, I bow to the one who 
overcomes all difficulties.  

Bija Sound: “Ram” - Bija Sound to ignite solar plexus and divine wilL.  
Themes: Discernment, Protection, Graceful Warrior, Inner Strength.  

 



 

Meet The Goddess 
 

Durga teaches us how to embody courage and strength as she cuts away what no               

longer serves. She is a warrior Goddess, a queen, and protectress of the world. Durga is another name                  

and face of the Graceful Warrior archetype, embodying feminine power with refined grace and beauty.  

 

Durga rides a tiger or lion symbolizing unlimited power, ready and armed for battle              

whenever called to the occasion. Durga is here to protect and fight for justice. She will show up to assist                    

in facing challenges as well as supporting deep inner and outer spiritual shifts. As you evolve on your                  

path of self-empowerment and spiritual growth, Durga’s strength is developed within you.  

 

Connecting with Durga is about owning your power and being sovereign, and            

having the courage to use your voice to create change. The voice can be a powerful tool in which to                    

embody your authority. When your voice comes from the diaphragm and you speak your truth with                

eloquence, it becomes like a sword that cuts with precision. As you embody Durga and use your voice,                  

you will recognize the divine power you hold to co-create the change you desire to see in the world.  

 

Durga inspires action aligned with divine will, as she invites you to stop playing small               

and claim your power as a leader. Being aligned with her truth, Durga can do anything she sets out to                    

conquer with grace. With her eight arms, Durga is the ultimate multi-tasker fully embodying her               

potential as she stands in her greatness. She wants you to shine in your brilliance and power and do                   

whatever it takes to cut away that which tries to keep you small or stuck. 

In order to step forward in leadership and service, it is important to embody the               

warrior, rewrite your self-limiting stories and slay your inner demons. Creating change and finding peace               

within your Inner landscape allows you to embody the humble warrior and be of service in your outer                  

landscape. Through self-mastery, Durga invites you to reflect on how you can use your power and voice                 

to create change in the world and leave a legacy.  

 

Stand as Durga in service to something greater than yourself. 

 
Embody Your Fierce NO to Live Your YES. On this path of Temple Body Arts, you are                 

learning how to Live Your YES, and Durga is an important ally in teaching the importance of speaking                  

your NO in order to live your YES. Working with Durga supports you in finding a clear refined NO through                    

your voice and posture in order to create the space for what you are saying YES to. When you embody                    

your fierce NO, you are saying YES to yourself and your spiritual evolution.  

 

“Durga’s battle cry is “Yes!” She manifests as a surge of courage, a “Yes you can!” that forces me                   

to stop and inspires me to take a new path.” (Awakening Shakti, Sally Kempton. P. 65). 
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The Sword of Discernment  
 

Durga invites you to strengthen your inner sword of discernment. The sword is             

Durga’s tool to support you in aligning with your truth and integrity. Your sword allows you to focus,                  

penetrate, discern and move forward with grace, while at the same time knowing when to let go into                  

love and surrender fully to the unknown. 

 

Durga is poised and present with her sword, her movements are deliberate            
and refined. When learning to wield your body as the sword, another powerful way you can                

penetrate and focus is through your eyes. When your eyes are open, they become another endpoint in                 

which to direct your energy and attention. 

 

 

 
Call Upon Durga for Support  
 

It is important to know that Durga is always with you, but waiting patiently to be                

called forward. You need to ASK her for help and protection. As you receive her presence and support,                  

you can rest in the knowing that you are not alone in the divine mystery.  
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No matter how formidable your problems appear, Durga is there to offer you support              

and free you from what no longer serves. She is the one to call upon and consciously work with if you                     

desire to break old karmic patterns, habits or addictions that are creating inertia and preventing you                

from moving forward with will power and grace. She can also support you in making life decisions and                  

through challenges, especially when dealing with issues related to justice, matters in court, legal arenas               

or social affairs. Just remember, you must surrender yourself and acknowledge that you need her divine                

support, and only then will she be with you in love. 

 

Working with Durga strengthens your capacity to ask for help.  

 
The Inner Cross 
 

 In two of Durga’s eight arms, she       

holds the sword and the lotus, representing the        

inner cross. The vertical axis and masculine       

principle and the horizontal axis and feminine       

principle. 

Metaphorically, everyone  
embodies an inner cross. The vertical      

axis of the cross represents the masculine       

principle, the sturdy sword of discernment and       

integrity able to cut away with precision and        

penetrate with clarity. This axis gives you a        

direct connection with the divine. The      

horizontal axis of the cross represents the       

feminine principle as an extension of your       

heart, blossoming like the lotus. It is       

enveloping, nurturing and opening to receive      

divine grace and inner guidance.  

 
Durga wields her sword of truth 

with integrity and grace.  
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Boundaries  

 

Like the Graceful Warrior, Durga can support you in creating strong           
boundaries for yourself and others. Notice the boundaries you hold when you feel             

confident, centered and present in your Temple Body, no matter what is going on around you.                

Boundaries can come in the form of expression through your voice, posture, and energetic frequency               

from the inside out. 

 

As mentioned in the Graceful Warrior module of Rooting Your Temple Body,            

setting and honoring your boundaries is essential. As you strengthen your sword of discernment and               

honor your sacred time and space, you will naturally be able to stand firm in your power and                  

boundaries. Boundaries can be energetic, mental, emotional, physical and more. Your boundaries are             

strengthened by the way you hold yourself and how you voice your truth in any given moment.  

 

To go deeper into working with your boundaries, I invite you to review the Protection               

Practice from The Graceful Warrior (Module 4) in Rooting Your Temple Body.  
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Practices invoking Durga 
 

~ Temple Body Arts Desire Map ~  

Durga is the one to call upon when needing strength to stay rooted in your truth and power                  

and not be swayed by inner or outer forces. She is connected to her inner compass always knowing how                   

to take action aligned with her highest YES. Much like in Graceful Warrior from Rooting your Temple                 

Body, we anchor ourselves in the Desire Map in order to live in alignment with our highest truth as the                    

Warrior Goddess Durga.  

 

The arrows of the Desire Map are Discernment, Mindset, Actions, and           
Recommitment. In order to take action and create change in your life as the Warrior Goddess, it is                  

imperative to align your mindset and actions again and again with what you are committed to.  
 
What is your deepest desire? What do you desire to transform in your inner              
landscape and your outer landscape?  
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 REFLECTIONS: Temple Body Arts Desire Map  
 
what needs to shift in each aspect of the map for your self-mastery?  
 
MINDSET: Write down all of the thoughts and self-limiting beliefs that are getting in the way and/or                 

that you desire to shift? What are you ready to cut away that does not serve you? Notice when your                    

mind goes into self-limiting patterns, and record the thoughts you are ready to rewrite. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

DISCERNMENT: Notice the choices you are faced with every day. How can you embody Durga to                

make decisions aligned with your highest truth? As you strengthen your sword of discernment and will                

power,  you carve a new path for yourself.  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

ACTIONS: How can you take action with the courage to break any habitual ways that do not serve                  

your highest desire? What action(s) are you ready to REcommit to, again and again? Allow your actions                 

to be inspired by your practice and mindset as you invite creative spirit to move through you. Align your                   

actions with divine will and your highest truth. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

RECOMMITMENT: In this journey, we must recommit time and time again to our soul’s desire,               

highest YES, and purpose. Create a morning and evening ritual to remember your commitment to this                

path. It can be as simple as lighting a candle, chanting to Durga, revisiting your vision board, repeating                  

your Mudra Mantra. Let Durga support you in creating a ritual to anchor you in your desire and                  

intention. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Draw out your desire map and write out different affirming words or mantras for each point of the                  

compass as part of your ritual to anchor your recommitment. Use a big piece of paper and art supplies.  

share a photo of your desire map in the Sisterhood! 
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Durga  

Mudra: Sword of Discernment  

 

Mudra: Place your first fingers and thumbs together and bring both hands 
into center line to connect with your strong unwavering midline. 

Mantra: “ I am powerFULL and lead my life with courage.” 
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Bonus: Yoni Egg Practice to Connect with Durga 
 
 
 
The Yoni egg can offer protection and cleansing in the spirit of Durga. Follow              

along the recorded meditation for Durga with the Yoni Egg. Allow the egg to be bathed in Durga’s                  

golden light of protection as you feel your inner strength and courage expanding within your Temple                

Body. 

 

 
Sit and infuse the egg with your intentions. What inner or outer struggles or difficulties               

do you desire to shift and transform through working with Durga? Connect with an intention to awaken                 

your inner strength and protection, directing it to a specific area of your life, to your dreams, to what                   

you are birthing. Have your journal to write about what arises.  

 

 
Perhaps connect with either a jade or obsidian yoni egg, as they are both stones of                

protection. Obsidian is a powerful stone to clear and detox all that does not serve. Jade is more gentle                   

than obsidian and can harmonize, and balance the masculine and feminine principles. 
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Reflection Questions  
 

 

1. What do you stand for? What are you ready to say NO to in order to Live Your YES? Practice saying NO 

and YES every day.  What is easier to say no to? What is easier to say yes to?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Reflect on where in your life you need to hold stronger boundaries. How do you hold yourself in 

relationship to others? Where do you give your power away? Where do you need to speak your truth? 

Where in your life do you need to strengthen your NO? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Where in your life have you felt Durga’s strength when facing and transforming a major obstacle?  
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Choose ONE of the questions above and share your reflections with the Sisterhood inside our FB Group! 
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